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1- The significance of voluntary action is nowhere more noticeable than in sport and recreation.
1. future

2. importance

3. labor

4. economy

2- According to Knoke and Prensky (1984), incen$ves are u$litarian, aﬀec$ve, and ………….
1. normative

2. personal

3. public

4. important

3. am

4. is

3- Sorry, Lisa …………. not here at the moment.
1. been

2. were

4- As an event producer, you will often want to spend more for things that will enhance the look of

the event.
1. outline

2. operate

3. break

4. improve

3. am not

4. didn’t

5- Sorry, I ……………… hear you at the door.
1. wasn’t

2. have been

6- After we had eaten at the restaurant, we ……........…. to class.
1. have gone

2. are going

3. go

4. went

7- Most existing definitions of sport tourism distinguish between two types of behavior: active and

passive.
1. differ

2. cut

3. work

4. accept

3. as soon as

4. because of

8- The collision was due to the icy conditions.
1. another

2. about

9- The patient ………….. to the hospital by an ambulance.
1. are taking

2. was taken

3. taken

4. took

10- Do young athletes learn to be overly aggressive from participating in youth sport?
1. energetic

2. active

3. angry

4. happy

2. visitors

3. were visited

4. visits

11- We ……….. by our teacher.
1. visiting

12- Jason Robinson sometimes demonstrated negative transfer, doing inappropriate things during a

game.
1. gave
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2. made

3. flicked
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13- A kind of dictionary which defines or explains some of the technical terms in the book, and often

provides examples and page references is called …………
1. glossary

2. bibliography

3. index

4. text

14- Bill earned an A on his essay, …………….. Susan got a B.
1. whereas

2. similarly

3. whenever

4. after

3. how

4. whose

15- John is the boy from …………. I borrowed the book.
1. which

2. whom

16- Stability involves the ability to maintain one’s relationship to the force of gravity.
1. stop

2. change

3. discover

4. keep

17- Ibid. and op cit. are common in footnotes. Ibid. means ……..................… and op cit. means

……............……… respectively.
1. in the same place / in the work cited

2. in the work cited / in the same place

3. the same / the opposite

4. the opposite / the same

18- Which plural form is NOT correct?
1. wolf → wolves

2. elf → elfs

3. life → lives

4. self → selves

19- The economy is much larger and far more pervasive than the work world of wage labor, capital,

and public bureaucracies or corporations.
1. 

2. 

3.

4. 

20- Generally I like creating revenue more than I like focusing on where the money is spent.
1.  

2. 

3.  

4.  

21- Some organizations, called conglomerates, compete in dozens or even hundreds of markets.
1.    

2. ! 

3.   "#

4. $

22- Participation in daily physical education classes improves a child’s self-esteem.
1. %&! '

2. ( ))

3. * )

4.  )

23- Jason Robinson’s dazzling side-step is an example of proactive facilitation.
1. *! + , -.
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2. 

 

3. *! + /0 
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CLOZE TEST: Read the following passage and decide which choice (1), (2), (3), or (4) best fits each
blank. Then mark your choice on your answer sheet.

Probably the best way to understand the purpose and structure of an event budget is to go through
each item line by line, keeping in mind that the budget that you start with will not necessarily be the
budget ……24…… you end up with. As your event takes shape, you will find that certain things that
you expected are unnecessary, and others cost more or ……25….. than you thought; still other items
that you didn't plan on needing for your event become a requirement. You have to …….26…….
flexible but still try to stay within the total expense parameters that you set up at the outset. The
point is that the budget is your bible, …….27…… it takes discipline to stay within it.
As a businessperson, you have to temper your creative side to …..28…… profits. The budget is where
this dichotomy comes to a head, and if you learn nothing else from my experiences, learn to let the
business …….29…… have more influence than the creative side. Flair for the creative is what will
make your events great. Control over the budget is what will make them profitable. You decide
where to draw the line! Virtually any event in any sport can get …….30…….. using this budget format
as its underlying guide.

241. however

2. since

3. while

4. that

1. less

2. who

3. much

4. many

1. remains

2. remain

3. remained

4. remaining

1. and

2. or

3. as

4. in

1. maximize

2. minimize

3. decrease

4. limit

1. office

2. example

3. side

4. search

1. stopped

2. started

3. forgotten

4. avoided

25-

26-

27-

28-

29-

30-
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